THE GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO THE

29th Annual Lecture and 24th Annual Symposium of the Friends of the German Historical Institute

GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE
1607 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE NW
WASHINGTON DC 20009

RSVP (ACCEPTANCES ONLY) BY NOV 5
TEL 202-387-3355  FAX 202-387-6437
EMAIL EVENTS@GHI-DC.ORG

PHOTO CREDIT The Old Exchange of Amsterdam, ca. 1670. Painting by Job Adriaenszoon Berckheyde. From the collection of the Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen.

NOVEMBER 12
5:00 – 7:00 PM
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL LECTURE
CAPITALISM AND THE JEWS REVISITED
Jerry Z. Muller (Catholic University of America)
COMMENT
Miriam Rürup (Institute for the History of the German Jews)
A reception will follow the lecture

NOVEMBER 13
11:00 AM – 12:30 PM
TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM OF THE FRIENDS OF THE GERMAN HISTORICAL INSTITUTE
PRESENTATION OF THE FRITZ STERN DISSERTATION PRIZE
Peter Jelavich (President of the Friends of the GHI, Johns Hopkins University)
A buffet lunch will follow the award ceremony